Orkla Care‘s Success Story
with Meetrics

Originating from Scandinavia, Orkla Care SA manufactures and distributes a wide range
of cosmetics, dietary supplements and food products for athletes in Scandinavia and
many other European countries, including Poland.
Meetrics is an independent ad verification provider offering innovative measurements of
digital advertising. Our solution ensures quality and transparency to media buyers and
publishers alike.
Orkla Care cooperates with Meetrics to evaluate the effectiveness of their ad spent
across their portfolio of brands.

Challenge:

Solution:

For a large media buyer such as Orkla Care Poland it is
crucial to control and optimise the quality of the
purchased inventory. The differences between the open
internet and social media networks, like Facebook, only
adds to the complexity. Facebook offers a lot of data but
only independent verification allows for accurate
comparisons.

As an independent verification provider, Meetrics is able
to offer Orkla Care Poland unbiased insights. Our display
and video viewability solution follows internationally
recommended standards and is MRC accredited. With that
Orkla Care can rely on our data in the optimisation of
their digital ad spent.

„It is also the important solution for partners cooperating with us who will be able to compare their
measurement data with the data provided by Meetrics“
- Grzegorz Powalski, Digital Manager at Orkla Care Poland
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Creating a holistic view across environments and creative types
Meetrics Ad Attention Manager suite is a combination of our tools for measuring
Viewability, Audience Verification, Ad Fraud Prevention and Brand Safety.
Thanks to the ADAM suite, Orkla Care receives a holistic overview of the quality and
effectiveness of their ad placements on both the open internet as well as on social
media – all essential KPIs are available at a glance.
Whether it’s display or video ad: with the help of real-time checks and detailed
information on each individual placement Orkla Care can quickly resolve costly disruptive
factors.

„Cooperating with Meetrics is a natural step in the optimisation of digital
activities in our company. Advertising formats and online consumer
behavior are changing very dynamically, hence the need to use new
valuable tools that will help us improve the efficiency of reaching our
consumers. Meetrics offers such tools. We are convinced that thanks to
this cooperation we will be able to understand how to improve the quality
of our online communication and optimise it on an ongoing basis better.
- Grzegorz Powalski, Digital Manager at Orkla Care Poland.
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Who we are
Built on German Engineering and run on European principles
of data management, we support the digital advertising
around the globe.
We take pride in putting our customers first. With dedicated
support teams, we react swiftly to any inquiry or obstacle.

Meetrics - Your advertising verification partner.
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Contact Us
Please do not hesitate to contact us. Whether it is related to this paper or any other matter we‘re happy to
help as much as we can. You can generally reach us at:

www.meetrics.com oder @Meetrics online
Drop by one of our offices and meet us:
HQ Berlin
Meetrics GmbH
Alexanderstraße 7
DE-10178 Berlin
Tel. +4930555757855

Office Paris
Mohamed Laaoussi
15/17, Rue Scribe
FR-75009 Paris
Tel. +33624713520

Office Warsaw
Hubert Świtalski
OmniOffice Zajecza 15
00-001 Warszawa
Tel. +48600383612

Office Stockholm
Marcus Ericson
Mäster Samuelsgatan 36
111 57 Stockholm
Tel. +46762121045
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